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Report by the Director-General 

In accordance with resolution^ EB21.H54, the Director-General has the honour 
to present to the Executive Board a report "on the study of the fellowships 
programme conducted by the Region of the Americas, as it is reported to the IV Pan 
American Sanitary Conference, and the action taken thereon". 

The IV Pan American Sanitary Conference was presented, with a study io which 
the following aspects of the fellowship progrejrme in the Americas have been studied î 

(a) purpose� (b) priorities3 (c) comiiitments inherent to fellowship awards5 
(d) selection of fellows3 (e) duration of fellowships and facilities furnished5 
(f) processing of fellowship applications; (g) programme and placementj 
(h) notification of fellowship awards and travel arrangements5 (i) orientation 
and guidance during courses of study; (j) contact with the fellow after completion 
#f studies; (k) scope and financing of the programme3 (1) co-ordination with 
other organizations5 (m) évaluationj and. (n) general consideration. 

The study draws on the experience of the Pan American Sanitary Вгтгеаи/ЩО 
Regional Office for tlie Americas, with fellowships financed from various sources 
of funds. There are no essential differences of approach or procedure wi-üi the 
fellowships programe of W.0 as a whole, on which a review has been presented to 
the Eleventh World Health Assembly.1 In fact, the study mentions the need for 
"maintaining complete со-ordination witii the procedures and regulations governing 
the award of fellowships in ..HO, which are applicable also to fellowships financed 
with funds of the Technical Assistance Program".‘ 

1 See Armex 12, Off. Eec. 1 Ш Hlth Org. 87 
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The XV Pan American Sanitary Conference, after considering the stuciy, 
adopted resolution XIX which is annexed to this report. 

Paragraph Ко. 4 of the resolution is of particular importance in the continuing 
improvement of the fellowship programme » 

Special mention should be made here of paragraph No. 3 of the resolution, 
covering an aspect of the fellowships programóle which had also been raised by one 
member of the Executive Board at its Twenty-first Session. This reads as follows 
"To recommend to the Director of the Bureau that he study the possibility of 
considering special types of fellowships for high officials in the fields of health 
and teaching, which will include greater facilities and be in keeping with the 
rank of such officials 

It is to be noted that the study itself which had been presented to the XV 
Pan American Sanitary Conference concluded unfavourably on the question of 
differentiating between fellows according to rank# 

An attempt to differentiate between fellows on the basis of seniority would 
lead to a much larger пшоЬег of disgruntled than satisfied persons• This is 
especially true because some titles do not carry the same connotation in all countries 
and the subjective element in the appreciation is very variablej again, a more 
objective classification according to educational qualifications is not applicable 
to all countries as the systems are not comparable « 

The schedule for United Nations stipends already provides for three categories 
of stipends: "travel" under which most of the senior persons (professors, etc.) 
mainly come because of their programme of short duration in any place of study*; 
"resident" for the average fellow staying in a place for more than a monthj and 
"ad hoc" for young students and "auxiliaries" benefiting from special accomodation 
facilities• The stipend rates are set separately* for each country of study on the 
basis of information as to costs provided by the Ibited Nations agencies concerned 
to the United Nations Controller‘s Office # The scale of stipend rates was agreed 
by all the United Nations agencies as from 1 July 1957 after lengthy consultations 
for safeguarding the requirements of the fellowships programme. A mechanism for 
prompt revision of stipend rates, when changed costs of living so require, has 
worked satisfactorily up to now. 
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АШЕХ 

RESOLUTION XIX 

fellovîsïïi? FRcxymm 

The ZV Pan American Sanitary Conference, 

Having examined, the report on the fellowship programme, presented by the 
Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, in compliance with Resolution XV 
adopted by the Directing Council at its X Meeting, 

RESOLVES 

1, To express to the Director of the Bureau the congratulations of the Conference 
on the content of the report presented on the fellowship programme. 

2. To recommend to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau that it ccmtinue broadening 
the fellowship programme and coordinate it effectively with similar programmes of 
other organizations• 

3# To recommend to the Director of the Bureau that he study the possibility of 
considering special types of fellowships 
and teaching, which will include greater 
of such officials• 

for high officials in the fields of health 
facilities and be in keeping with the rank 

�� To recommend to the governments of the liember Countries of the Organization 
that they draw up their fellowship programmes in advance, in accordance with national 
needsj that they adopt the most appropriate procedures for the proper selection of 
candidatesj that they make available to the fellows the necessary raeans to enable 
them to complete their studies effectively and without anxietyj and that, on 
completion of their training, they be given an appropriate position that, "will ensure 
the utilization of their knowledge in the best interest of public healthy 

5, To recoiTimend to the Director idiat he put into practice the necessary measures 
for a continuing ©valuation of the fellowship programme. 

(Approved at the twelfth plenary 
session, 2 October 1958) 


